In Conversation – Esther Leslie and Melanie Jackson
Ur-phenomenon

I want to start this conversation by laying out four components of the work, four aspects
that have played a role in the conceptualisation of the work, the thematic of the work, the
shape or form of the work. These are: the book, or print, in general. the Ur-planze/primal
plant: the liquid and the crystal.

BOOKS
I will start with the book, if only because we are in John Latham’s house. It is a house
fronted by a book that bursts out of the building, or crashes into it. For Latham *books
cannot be thought without destruction. He burnt them, overpainted them, cut into them.
The book is extended from the building into the world, the non-gallery. The book is
converted into matter, material that tears or burns or cuts.

For our collaboration, books have played a key role. I mean this in terms of the ideas
contained in them, and sometimes the things themselves, cut out into collages

or raided for quotes that, as did Walter Benjamin in his Arcades Project, were snipped
out, like rare flowers or curious herbs, snipped, dried, preserved, enstaged or used as a
kind of food for further thinking. This is why this exhibition is littered with books – some of
them merge into the existing ones here. The books are like pot plants, scattered on
mantelpieces and shelves, they germinate – ideas, offer phrases and images and
concepts ripe for the picking, they nourish us.

So the book as a resource of ideas – of course. But what was found in the book
materialises in objects or in films, and then returns if not to the book at least to print, to
the newspaper or the magazine. The book is of paper. Paper makes pages. Pages are
leaves. The book and the plant share affinities of form. It was a question of form that
pressed in on us in relation to the Urpflanze.

We are drawn to the forms that might yield other forms. We alight on forms that might
seem to contain their end in their beginnings. One form, which we have consulted, as
part of the process of research, and constructed, as part of the artwork, is the

newspaper. The newspaper is a medium, but it is also a form. The newspaper is a form
that was born a few hundred years ago and remained relatively consistent as a form. The
first newspaper is reputed to have appeared in 1605 in Strasbourg: Relation aller
Fürnemmen und gedenckwürdigen Historien. This reported weekly on events such as
pirate attacks in the Mediterranean, Galileo’s telescope, the doings of the Pope. News
was sent through the post by correspondents. It was sent out again through those same
routes to subscribers. The newspaper is largely vegetal, made of tree pulped into papers.
Its inks are vegetable nowadays. Many speak now of the death of the newspaper, or its
supersession by the digital. The end of this form is apparently in view. However, it also
transposes itself into another form, and another medium. The newspaper becomes an enewspaper. It unfolds out of itself a new potential. Yet it is not one that is unfamiliar from
its very beginnings.

The newspaper is a multiple form, cheap. Throwaway – the one, made by us, like so
many others, was printed on newsprint on a regular London freesheet printing press. It
was as multiple as we could make it – 10,000 copies –stacked up in the foyer space of
the gallery, where more limited editions are usually on show.

The magazine was a form that suggested itself as appendage to this version of the
exhibition. Not a newspaper, but an illustrated publication, a comic book, that wished also
to be like an old style Look and Learn magazine: shoved full with useful and useless
knowledge, a melange of fact and speculation, an induction into the codes of science,
science fiction, myth, legend, rumour, humour, fantasy, literature – *in comic strip form.

In the course of this work, we have looked at the origins of the comic strip.

Its originator was a Swiss man called Rodolphe Töpffer, who drew little graphic novels of
continuous strips, with their characters, Mr Cryptogam and Vieux-Bois and others, in
whimsical, nonsensical plots. His transformations of an object, for example, a face, are
credited with inventing the genre of bandes dessinées in the mid-nineteenth century, and
they were first passed around Europe by the enthusiast Goethe, poet and naturalist, who
recognized in them their conjoined quality of movement and imitation.

Books and magazines and comics have leaves of paper. Is it curious that Goethe who
loved to look at comics also loved to look at leaves. What fascinated him in the comic
strip was the relation between each panel. He perceives incremental movement – or
morphology – the name of the science of plant development that Goethe developed.
Morphology is an account of form based on comparisons and homologies - it is interested in
sameness and small differences. An album titled Jabot was sent to Goethe at the beginning
of 1832. Its spooky hero delighted Goethe by ‘always producing his impossible personality

anew in the most varied forms.’
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Identity and variation, plant, life, history, comic strip,

animation co-evolve.

We are with Goethe - let me turn, through him, from the book, from print, to the plant –
indeed the Urpflanze – or primal plant

One day the poet and naturalist Goethe visited a botanical garden. He was transfixed by
a palmetto, a small palm tree that had been growing for over two hundred years and
grows there still to this day. He snipped a piece from one of its leaves, and carried it in
his pocket for the rest of his journey. Goethe was on a quest for the oldest plant in the
world, the plant of plants, a piece of original foliage – or, as he called it, the Ur-pflanze.
The ur-pflanze concentrates in its small space all plants that are yet to come. He wrote to
a friend:
‘I must confide to you that I am very near to the secret of plant generation and
organisation„ and that it is the simplest thing conceivable. Under this sky, the finest
observations are possible. I have found clearly and indubitably the cardinal point where
the germ is concealed: already I see everything else in its entirety, and only a few details
have yet to become more definite. The Primal Plant is going be the strangest creature in
the world, which Nature herself must envy me. With this model and the key to it, it will be
possible to go on for ever inventing plants and know that their existence is logical; that is
to say, if they do not actually exist, they could, for they are not the shadowy phantoms of
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See Kunzle, 184.

a vain imagination, but possess an inner necessity and truth. The same law will be
applicable to all other living organisms.’

Goethe sees time: the beginning of everything, of every form. He is seeing space: ‘I see
everything in its entirety’, the whole of life unlocked by a single law.
*For Goethe, the leaf was multiple, mutable, self-transforming. what are called stamens
or calyxes might be seen as transformed folia, the pod may be viewed as a single folded
leaf with its edges grown together, husks consist of leaves grown more over one another,
compound capsules may be understood as several leaves united round a central point
with their inner sides open toward one another and their edges joined. From cotyledon to
petal, all is leaf in a variety of forms.

Through proper, intuitive seeing, a mode of visual capture, the hidden leaf-ness of
everything can be observed, an inner principle emerging into visibility in the eyes of the
sympathetic and close observer.

Goethe sought to understand the unfurling of new plants out of old plants, new living
things out of old, though thereby old and new lose in distinct meaning. How does a form
change over time? Is its end contained in its beginning and its beginning in its end? Is
there only a single principle of form shared by plants and animals and humans alike,
which then compromises the discreteness of the forms, not least their hierarchizing? An

idea came to Goethe, in a flash: in the organ of the plant which we call ‘the leaf’ lies the
true Proteus who can hide or reveal himself in all vegetal forms. If we could understand
what drives a leaf to take shape, if we can understand what form is and how form forms
and reforms itself, we could, perhaps, create any form, any shape, any life.
Forms, the forms that interest us contain their ends in their beginnings, or are sites of
imagination of all possible future forms – forms are protean – just as Goethe said of the
leaf. We wanted to approach everything as if it were this leaf of possibility.
There is a moment of origin, a primal moment to relate. Melanie found her way to me
through something I wrote once and put up on my website. It was about how the
Urpflanze was taken up from Goethe by Walter Benjamin, who extended the notion to
history and social form. Let me quote selectively:
Through his ‘abstract gardening’ Goethe discovered the ‘Urpflanze’, the ‘ur-plant’,
an ideal prototype that contains all the plants of the past and the future. From this
he conceived a stereoscopic mode of cognition in which simultaneity and
succession both appear. The more general model extracted of this stereoconception he terms the ‘Urform’ or the ‘Urphänomen’. These shelter basic forms
and all their future metamorphoses. Ur-configurations are formal relations
aesthetically perceived within objects of everyday attention. Only through such doubled
time and vision can perception and understanding be complete. Walter Benjamin was
long intrigued by Goethe’s anti-positivist scientific method. He imported the notion
of the ur-form into his theories of criticism, history and technology. True criticism
brings about ‘the unfolding, the germination of the work’s immanent core’. History,
and history writing, is conceived as the unfurling or blockage of potentials, wishimages, dreams and possibilities. Technology, likewise, is seen to incubate all the
forms into which it could or must develop. It holds pre-forms of new machineries
that may reveal themselves only in one instance at first – for example in film where
‘all the notional forms, tempos and rhythms that lie preformed in today’s
machines’ find ‘final formulation’. Disclosing the ‘Urform’ is key in Benjamin’s
utopian social theory. Where Goethe aspired to understand the metamorphosis of
nature, Benjamin investigated history and the social world. He writes of ‘Ursprung’
(origin), Ursprungsphänomen’ and ‘Urgeschichte’ (primal history), not in order to

assert an origin that is now left behind, but so as to stress the whirls of
unredeemed potential inside present forms. Benjamin combines these ideas with
the Marxist intuition that the base submits possibilities that are hampered by the
superstructure, the current social relations of production. Ur-configurations play
tricks with time. For example, the ur-history of the nineteenth century, as revealed in the
arcades is related as a pre-historic past and so is de-familiarized, de-naturalized.
Simultaneously this past is exposed as a repository of social and technological desires
that should have been, could yet be. Benjamin writes: ‘We are only just beginning to infer
exactly what forms now lying concealed within machines will be determining for our
epoch.’ The future lives in the present, possibility is coiled up inside actuality. The social
promises of technology are mobilized by Benjamin to herald a new epoch because they
exist preformed as possibilities. The idea of ur-ness is itself both actual – the true
potentials of technology and of social organization are hindered and held back –
and potential – its theorizing is the re-interpretive strategy that allows
revolutionary imagination to unfurl.
Just a gloss in this -In a letter to Arnold Ruge in 1842 Marx wrote about the process of
human liberation not as bringing about the new:
"Our motto must be: reform of consciousness not through dogmas, but by analysing the
mystical consciousness that is unintelligible to itself, whether it manifests itself in a
religious or a political form. It will then become evident that the world has long dreamed
of possessing something of which it has only to be conscious in order to possess it in
reality. It will become evident that it is not a question of drawing a great mental dividing
line between past and future, but of realising the thoughts of the past. Lastly, it will
become evident that mankind is not beginning a new work, but is consciously
carrying into effect its old work."
This is what Benjamin’s Urform helps us to think. We find traces of old dreams
everywhere – our dreams – of plenty, of freedom, of love, of the end of labour, have long
existed and motivate us again and again – but, even with all our technological capability,
we do not find ways of achieving generalized utopia. Adorno, indeed, noted that precisely
through our technologies, and our commodities, we enslave ourselves further.
Until the unrealisable future becomes realisable its traces can be read in all our efforts –
in our art, in our scientific fictions and fantasies, in our myths.

Let me turn to
liquid
I spoke of Proteus. Goethe named the leaf as the true Proteus. Proteus is the primordial
god of the sea, the Old Man of the sea. A figure of fluids, Proteus is himself fluid and can
appear in many different forms – perhaps a lion, a pig, a tree or in the guise of water
itself. Proteus shapes and reshapes constantly, like the liquid that hosts him. Proteus
also possessed the ability to foretell the future. But he adopted different shapes in order
to avoid revealing what was to come. He would divine only for those who could capture
him. Proteus is a creature of myth, one who gives a name to a natural circumstance of
manifoldness, of many forms, and of one form becoming under its own energies other
forms.

The liquid realm figured for us as a medium of imagination, possibility, bizarre,
unchartered actualities. The liquid is the originator of forms, of our form. Life is incubated
in the liquid.

The question of origination and development – this is in a sense what all of this is about.
Form comes into being and it reforms itself over time.
Those forms might be cauliflowers, Alsatian dogs, jugs or human beings. We were on the
track of an expanded notion of life, of life origins and life development.
Did life start in clay? This brings me to my fourth component.

Crystals. Is our ancestry crystalline? A.G. Cairns Smith has argued that crystals may
have been the first living organisms. Clay mineral crystals appear to him the most likely
originators of life in a pre-biotic environment. The crystals grew as crystals do, and broke
under mechanical stress. When the crystal breaks, the information it stores - on structure
and shape, that which is evoked in its self-replication - is exposed at the ends of the new
crystals. which continue to grow. This forms the heritable information of the crystals.
What can also be passed on in this is the defect, the impurity. The crystal can inherit
modified information. This is the basis of genetic evolution. The clay crystal organisms
begin to incorporate protoproteins from the environment, to aid their ability to catalyze. In
time these proteins and then nucleic acids would take over the mechanism and carbonbased instead of silicon-based life would develop.

Does matter form itself? Is that which forms itself itself alive, itself a life? Schelling’s
study of 1798, On The World Soul, identifies rock or ice crystals as primitive forms of
organisation that develop into plants, animals and humans. We are snowflakes. To see
life in crystal form was not an aberration, for it was the case that chemists had long
thought crystals may be some type of lower life form. The view of crystals as a lower life
form can be found in leading evolutionary scientists such as Maupertuis, Theodor
Schwann, Matthias Schleiden, Franz Unger, Herbert Spencer and August Weismann.
Many natural philosophers and scientists observed that crystals grow, if nourished. As

they grow, they form themselves into shapes, with facets and edges and curves. It
seems to an observer as if they intended to reach that form and that form alone. A
shattered crystal produces smaller versions of the original with similar flat surfaces, or
facets. Crystals heal themselves. They eat. They can be wounded and poisoned. They
grow rapidly in their youth and reach an adult phase in which they grow no more. They
reproduce themselves. Chemists once wrote of self-activity, in crystals, and now they
speak of self-organization or self-assembly. Crystals self-assemble into large, highly
ordered structures from large numbers of disordered components with an immense
degree of accuracy. Life is constituted in replication and evolution.

Our project tracks forms and media, sees what occurs over time and in their
recombination. One crucial recombination is of the liquid and crystal – into the liquid
crystal. I’ll leave Melanie to pick up this story.

We are assembled today in the ‘plumbing’ – the kitchen of John Latham’s house – a
house that is anthropomorphised as a living entity - a house with body parts – we are, as
it were, in the belly of the beast. In her acceptance speech for a Pilgrim Award for
Science Fiction, Donna Haraway presents an image from her kitchen. It is an image of a
chicken shaped egg timer and a genetically modified citrus. What, she asks is more a
sign of Science Fiction – “the history of industrial chemistry and the story of clocks, or the
magic of a modern lemon tree, courtesy of the international genome consortium and its
multi floral vagaries ripened in developmental time?”

I borrow her question to ask which of the stories of this rotating vegetable is closest to
science fiction as it luxuriates in all its facets, pivoting on its automated animated
turntable, performing its lap of honour in a victory dance of dimensionality. Is it in the
technologies that make the scan possible? Is it with the laser passing over the carrots
surface 50,000 times per second, triangulating thousands of co-ordinates, before
compositing them together in complex software manipulations to reproduce it as a digital
object and surfacing it in a digitally enhanced photographic wrap?

Or perhaps the signs of science fiction are in history of the vegetable itself?

The carrot originates from Afghanistan and Iran. Its first manifestions were coloured
purple, violet, red and black. It doesn’t appear in representations in Europe in it’s bright
orange form until it is appears in sixteenth and seventeenth Century Dutch painting. A
story circulates that royalist plant breeders cross-bred it to rid it of its purple, popish hues
to a triumphalist protestant palette, a glowing orange in deference to and in celebration of
William of Orange whose moniker remains a defiant banner of Protestantism to this day.
This may be an apocryphal story, though it was certainly selectively bred by Dutch plant
breeders to it’s bright orange hue, and the carrot l has become standardized as a
singularly orange crop.

There is another story about carrots that was certainly made up, by the UK government
and the royal air force in the 1940s, that even embroils that master of fiction Walt Disney
in its telling. Vitamin A binds to the protein opsin in the rod cells of the eye to form the
pigment rhodopsin. This (in part) enables us to see in the dark. A deficiency can lead to
night blindness. Whilst Beta Carotene in carrots does convert to Vitamin A, and a dietary
deficiency could be helped by eating them - prolific consumption does not ‘improve’ night
vision – but this link between beta carotene and sight was exploited in a mass media
propaganda campaign.

Legendary pilot John ‘Cats Eyes’ Cunningham, so nicknamed for his reputed ability to
see in the dark, was the first pilot to shoot down an enemy plane at night with the aid of
radar, and went on to shoot down a high number of enemy planes in night raids. The
RAF circulated news stories about the Cunningham and the night flying pilots consuming
vast amounts of carrots to give them extraordinary powers of night vision. The story was
circulated in the press to explain these night time assassinations to divert attention from
the radar towers appearing along the British coast, and this ‘secret’ technological
innovation. It was believed that popular German folklore would confirm the story, and that
the UK population might embrace carrot eating to help them through the dark nights of
the blackout. This would both help confirm the story, and introduce the carrot to the
British diet.

The January 11, 1942 issue of The New York Times Magazine announced: "England has

a goodly store of carrots. But carrots are not the staple items of the average English diet.
The problem...is to sell the carrots to the English public."

In 1941 Walt Disney agreed to help the UK government promote this non-rationed, easily
grown, copius, unpopular foodstuff and by 1942 his cartoon carrots were in wide
circulation. The Disney Corporation created a carrot family including Carroty George,
Clara Carrot, and Dr. Carrot, to help the British media to promote the eating of carrots.
The vegetable characters were reproduced on posters, recipe booklets, flyers and the
images were used extensively in a newspaper campaign. Carroty George's motto was
"I'll tell you what to do with me"!
It has become the vegetable staple of that very English meal – the Sunday Roast. A
successful campaign indeed.

When that other ‘low country’ painter Magritte painted a carrot in The Explanation four
centuries after they first appeared in Dutch Vanitas paintings, he exacerbates its phallic

symbolism in this man/vegetable hybrid. Ancient Greeks called the carrot a philtron and
believed it to be an aphrodisiac. Caligula forced his men at Senate to eat carrots, he
wanted to see them ‘rut like wild beasts’. The carrot symbolizes a human/non human
relation – the border crossing between categories. In nineteenth century realist writer
Emile Zola’s novels, vegetables take on a revolutionary potential in another border
crossing between high art and low art, or art and commodity, art and non-art. These
same relations are present in the Dutch paintings where we first see the protestant carrot
make an appearance. In La Ventre de Paris, the revolutionary protagonist coming back
from deportation in Devil’s Island is overcome by the flood of cabbages he encounters in
the marketplace of Les Halles. To the artist the piles of vegetables allegorize the modern,
a beauty far removed from the gothic church in the background, vibrant, alive, full of
revolutionary potential.

Cabbage has been imagined variously as nutritious, noxious, restorative, smelly,
extravagant, ridiculous and sublime. In Ancient Greece it was revered as a cure all, a
substance of almost magical agency. Later it becomes a sign of modernity, of industrial
agriculture and excess. Later still it becomes the stinking staple of peasants, the
vegetable that signifies the stupid, the thoughtless. When watching cartloads "piled up to
the height of the second-floor windows with cabbages" pass each other on the streets,
Charles Dickens has a vision of cabbage leaves spanning the globe, an extra layer
added to the earths crust.

In Zolas The Masterpiece the painter protagonist sees revolutionary potential in a carrot,
depicting this conflict, a boundary crossing between art and non-art, realism prising open
a reality that is framed with antagonism: “ Was not a bunch of carrots – yes a bunch of
carrots – studied from nature, and painted unaffectedly, in a personal style, worth all the

ever lasting smudges of the school of arts, all that tobacco juice painting, cooked up to
certain given recipes? The day would come when one carrot, originally rendered, would
lead to a revolution”.
This ending has also been translated as is “ the day is not far off when one ordinary
carrot will be pregnant with revolution “- which is the sticker you might find with your
comic, should you choose to take one home.

This conflation of cabbage and carrots, of commodity culture, high art low art, fictions and
mimesis are enunciated by the philosopher Ernst Bloch in the phrase ‘the world is a
tangle of cabbage and carrots”. It is a German turn of phrase, a metaphor for
entanglement – the past with the present, art with life, commodities and forms. The
phrase in German and English circulates through the soundtrack made by the generative
software in the first room of the exhibition, that samples all the sounds of the materials
and processes used in the generation of the work in the exhibition.

We return to our rotating carrot, in the 21st century. The background image is liquid
crystal under magnification, moving in its mercurial fashion in real time, responding to
atmospheric stimulus – sound, light, electrical charge. It is story of the screen and the
image on the screen and of the carrot itself. The origins of this image made through
cutting edge technologies sends us back to 1888, when the Austrian botanist F.
Reinitzer was exploring the very properties of carrots themselves, the cholesterol from
carrots. He made the observation that the solid compound cholesteryl-benzoate melts
into a cloudy liquid, yet turns into a clear liquid at higher temperatures. The cloudy liquid
seemed to be doubly refracting. It displayed the characteristics of liquid and crystal at
once. It revealed itself to be liquid crystal – an entirely new category of behaviour.

To Ernst Haeckel liquid crystals represented the link between inert and sentient matter,
they represented a much more complex set of relations between organic and inorganic
forms than we could allow - he believed they represented the origins of life - the
impulses for vitality and movement. The discovery of liquid crystals, which seemed to be
able to grow, move, divide, copulate, and so on, led to a discussion on the nature of
substance. Otto Lehmann called them 'apparently living crystals', although without
considering them as 'real living beings'. In his book Flüssige Kristalle und die Theorien
des Lebens (1906). Haeckel considered the existence of liquid crystals as proof of the
unity between the inorganic and the organic world - what he called a crystal soul.

Liquid crystal (revealed to our eyes under magnification) shares the aesthetic
characteristics of computer generated imagery. It’s properties are captured actually– in
the manufacture of the screen and the projector, and thematically in the aesthetics of its
rainbow palette and liquid flowing behaviours. Motion is free flowing then arrested,
flipped, switched into hard edged formations, sheens shimmers, blocks of flat colour.
Hard edged geometries one moment and spectral liquid emanations the next.

It transpires of course that cell membranes are liquid crystal, DNA is liquid crystal.

In her 1985 essay The Cyborg Manifesto Donna Haraway proposes that the cyborg could
propose a new kinship with matter – a new status where we could reformulate and
accept partial identities, contradictory standpoints. The old divisions, the appropriation of
nature as a resource for the production of culture, the myths of linear progress, the old

divisions of gendered identity, human and non human, thoughtful and non-thoughtful
matter could be reimagined in a new dynamic. What is at stake here is the nature of
production, reproduction and imagination.
In the current era of science synthetic biology and nanotechnologies the new
entanglements of matter could perform what Haraway suggests – a new agency of
thoughtful matter that cannot recognize human and non human boundaries, neither
animal, vegetable or mineral or chemical, biological or physic. Synthetic Biology brings
engineering principles to the creation of new matter at a scale previously unimagined.
We fantasise about new forms of mattering that transcend any boundaries we once
knew. The actions of cells, and the actions of chemical exchange and are broken down
and used as substrates, as switches, parts to rebuild new exchanges from scratch –
much like an electronic circuit – but at the scale of a billionth of a metre and smaller. We
fantasize new materials that will deflect the sun, make thoughtful decisions, act as living
switches, microbial computers that can generate new parts, intelligent medicines: a giddy
list of aspirations.
The capturing of nature for cultural production is harboured at a scale previously
unimagined, we are in the process of creating a new working class invisible to the naked
eye. It can offer an embodiment of what Haraway proposes – new formulations between
through and of matter, or the instrumentalisation of matter and life at a scale and extent
previously unimagined.

Folkore and fairytale has always been aware of disruptions to scale, of shrinking and
expanding, of magical agency blowing things up to gargantuan proportions, making our
environment fit our own disrupted or fantastical dimensions, stopping gaps in our sense
of worth, or lavishing lands of plenty and endless supply for the impoverished and
disenfranchised.

Ursula Le Guin in her essay the ‘Carrier Bag of fiction’ defines Science Fiction as the
following:
If science fiction is the mythology of modern technology then its myth is tragic.
“technology” or “modern science” (using the words as they are usually used, in an
unexamined shorthand standing for the ‘hard’ sciences and high technology founded
upon continuous economic growth) is a heroic undertaking, Herculean, Promothean,
conceived as triumph hence ultimately as tragedy. The fiction embodying this myth will
be and has been triumphant (Man conquers earth, space, aliens, death, the future etc.
and tragic (apocalypse holocaust then or now).
If however one avoids the linear progressive Times (killing) arrow of the Techno-Heroic,
and redefines technology and science primarily as a carrier bag rather than a weapon of
domination, one pleasant side effect is that science fiction can be seen as a far less rigid
narrow field, not necessarily Promothean or apocalyptic at all, far less a mythological
genre than a realistic one. Science fiction is a way to describe what is going going on,
what people do and feel how people can relate to everything else in this vast sack of the
universe…

